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The Baptist pastor Lee Roberson was known for saying, “Everything rises and falls on 
leadership.”  Such is true in all organizations.  It is also true in the church, and in the 
deacon ministry as well.  To keep the deacon ministry fresh and vibrant, there is a need 
for a clear process for raising up the next generation of deacons.  Many congregations 
are not mindful of such things.  As a result, many find themselves stuck in a proverbial 
rut.  The deacon ministry is aged and out of touch.  Things seem dull and declining.  
Frozen with fear, neither the deacons nor the congregation know what to do.  

	 Some churches go years and years without ever ordaining any new deacons.  It 
is no wonder that such congregations are often weak and anemic.  For any 
organization to grow, there is a need for a constant stream of new workers and leaders.  
The same is true in the church.  When local bodies of believers are fine with simply 
maintaining what they have, they shouldn’t be surprised when they never have more 
than they have.

	 For churches to be vibrant and healthy, two things are necessary.  First, a church 
must have a clear discipleship pathway.  This deals with how a congregation trains and 
raises up the next generation of disciples.  Second, a church must have a clear 
leadership pipeline.  This deals with how a congregations trains and raises up the next 
generation of deacons.  Along with a clear strategy for ministry (like the one we talked 
about earlier), these two things can do a lot to invigorate and fortify congregations.

	 In our discussion here, we are talking about the second component I just 
mentioned.  We are addressing the issue of a leadership pipeline.  For deacon 
ministries to be strong and healthy, there must be a plan for raising up the next 
generation of deacons.  If such a plan is in place, new deacons can be added and 
trained on a regular basis.	  The end result will be a fresh and vibrant deacon ministry 
for years to come.

	 I once had a deacon explain this need in an interesting way.  Since a great 
number of his fellow deacons were farmers, he used his pond on his farm as an 
example.  After explaining the mechanisms that ensured his cows had fresh water in 
his pond, the man made application to our deacon ministry.  He said, “We need a 
process to ensure we are regularly bringing in fresh deacons!”  

	 Though he used a metaphor, my friend’s words weren’t too much different than 
those heard at the formation of the first deacon ministry.  The apostles sensed a need 
for help in the ministry, so they called the church together.  They made a request 
concerning the need for a leadership pipeline in the church.  Acts records:


“Brothers and sisters, select from among you seven men of good reputation, full of 
the Spirit and wisdom, whom we can appoint to this duty.  But we will devote 
ourselves to prayer and to the ministry of the word” (Acts 6:3-4).


	 Congregations indeed need a plan for selecting and ordaining deacons.  This is 
no small matter.  Future generations of Great Commission ministry are dependent on 
what we are talking about here.  May we be like Jesus, faithful to train and develop 
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others.  What will our churches be twenty, thirty, or forty years from now if we don’t 
raise up leaders?

	 In what follows, we will discuss how congregations might approach these 
issues.  I will share the process we use in our church for raising up new deacons.  To 
whatever degree they find it helpful, other deacon ministries and congregations can 
use what I share.  Let’s consider three ideas related to selecting and ordaining 
deacons.


SELECTION 
The first step in selecting and ordaining deacons involves formalizing a selection 
process.  We see the precedent for this in Scripture.  When Luke described the 
formation of the first deacon ministry, he said, “This proposal pleased the whole 
company.  So they chose Stephen, a man full of faith and the Holy Spirit, and Philip, 
Prochorus, Nicanor, Timon, Parmenas, and Nicolaus, a convert from Antioch” (Acts 
6:5).  The title “whole company” referred to the entire church at Jerusalem.  From 
Luke’s words, we see that local congregations should have a method for selecting new 
deacons.

	 Before we talk about components related to the selection of deacons, it is 
important to be clear on a couple of things.  First, Scripture does not give exact details 
on how such a process process should work in every congregation.  It does gives 
some parameters, but it doesn’t go into great detail.  It seems that individual churches 
have liberty to prayerfully consider how such  processes should work in their respective 
churches.  This is based on the principle of local church autonomy. 

	 Second, it is important for a church to be clear on its approach for selecting and 
ordaining deacons.  Most churches I have served have codified their guidelines for 
deacon ministry in some sort of policy manual.  The intent in doing such a thing is not 
to create a spirit of legalism or to make fixed, binding rules that can never be changed.  
Instead, the purpose is to give guidelines for the process of onboarding new deacons.  
Things can change, so policies can change.  However, if there is not some sort of 
standard, things may fall by the wayside.  Establishing a set way of handling this matter 
provides an atmosphere of accountability, as deacons know there is a systematic point 
at which the church seeks out new deacons.  It also provides an atmosphere of clarity, 
as guidelines provide good right and left parameters for the work of bringing new men 
into the deacon ministry.

	 With these things in mind, let us discuss some components involved with 
selecting and ordaining new deacons.  Consider what I share below as general 
guidelines.  There is room for flexibility in how these matters are handled. 


Establish a time for nominations. 
I first recommend establishing a regularly scheduled time in which the church receives 
new nominations.  A yearly basis seems to work best, but churches could choose a 
different time frame.  Our deacon ministry receives nominations for new deacons each 
summer.  The timing works with our church calendar that runs from September to 
August.  Nomination forms are distributed through the church bulletin and every 
member has an opportunity to recommend men for the office. 
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	 Some are averse to letting the congregation have a say in such matters.  I am of 
the conviction that this practice honors what we see in the New Testament.  If the 
apostles asked the congregation for input on deacon ministry (Acts 6:3), surely modern 
pastors and deacons could follow suit.  Did not Jesus speak of the role of the body in 
major church decisions (Matthew 18:19)?  The exact method for doing it isn’t 
necessarily important, but make sure you have a way of soliciting recommendations for 
deacons from the congregation.

	 A question churches face regarding this step is, “How many nominations must 
one receive to be considered for the office of deacon?”  That’s a good question.  Our 
church currently doesn’t set a limit.  Some do.  The benefit of making a requirement is 
that the deacon ministry doesn’t have to consider every nomination.  Many men will 
receive at least one nomination, but not each one of those should probably be 
considered.  The detriment of such an approach is that some qualified candidates may 
never receive the required amount of nominations.  Some of the best servants 
sometimes simply aren’t well known within the church.


Let the deacons make nominations. 
I have found it is helpful to also have a separate time in which the deacon ministry 
makes nominations.  This can be done in a vocal way.  No secret ballots are necessary.  
In fact, this type of nominating could really be viewed more as a conversation.  

	 This step is important because deacons are sometimes the ones who are most 
aware of who might make a good deacon.  The question could be asked, “Men, who 
do you know that might be a good candidate for this ministry?”  Sometimes there are 
qualified men who simply never get recommended by the body.

	 One should not regard this step as a power move that ensures the deacons are 
a self-perpetuating board.  Such unhealthy structures are found in churches at times.  
However, the intent here is to give the deacons opportunity to discuss and nominate 
separately.  This mechanism helps in the cases in which there are good, qualified men 
who are not well known amongst the body.  It provides an opportunity for servants who 
serve in the shadows to be nominated.


Present potential deacons to pastor(s). 
In the early church, those who ministered the word had a part in the selection of new 
deacons (Acts 6:2, 3, 6).  We’ve talked about this issue already, but know that this step 
is critical.  If deacons are designed to support the ministry of the word, shouldn’t the 
ministers be given opportunity to speak into the selection process?  

	 Sure, this step shouldn’t be used as a power play for the pastor to keep certain 
men out of the deacon ministry.  The rationale behind it is rather simple.  Sometimes 
pastors and ministers are aware of some things deacons aren’t aware of.  They might 
know when a man isn’t fully qualified, when a man has been struggling with an 
addiction, or when a man’s marriage is on the brink.  Regardless, it is wise to seek 
pastoral approval of candidates before moving on to interviews.  

	 Fortunately, a pastoral veto of a candidate is rarely necessary.  I have only had 
to speak out on one or two occasions at this point.  Each time it was because a man 
had been caught in an immoral relationship that wasn’t known to the entire church 
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body.  In one case, one of the men was fully restored and he eventually became a 
deacon years later.

	 What’s important here is that the pastor is given an opportunity to give a loving 
veto, if needed.  He should give a clear explanation for his rationale, but he should be 
careful not to divulge confident information.  The point is to guard the deacon ministry 
from bringing on a man who is not ready to serve.


Interview deacons. 
Once a slate of potential deacons is in front of the deacon body, it is necessary to 
consider each man.  Some call this step a “screening” process.  I prefer to call it an 
interview.  Whatever title you use, make sure you are aware of the importance of this 
step.  Potential deacons must be considered in light of Scripture’s qualifications (Acts 
6:3; 1 Timothy 3:8-13).

	 There are many ways a deacon ministry could evaluate new candidates.  If a 
deacon ministry is larger, let’s say more than ten men, I recommend a committee of 
deacons to handle evaluations.  Such a committee can report back and eventually 
present the final slate of recommended candidates.  If the deacon ministry isn’t large 
enough to use such a committee, it is perfectly fine for the entire deacon ministry to 
walk through the enlistment process.

	 Once the selection team is in place, I’ve seen some start by mailing or emailing 
a questionnaire.  By allowing men to give written responses to each of the biblical 
qualifications, an interview committee from the deacons can quickly see who actually 
qualifies.  Next, nominees can be interviewed in a face-to-face fashion.  This step will 
give current deacons a good idea whether or not one should be invited to serve.

	 In some churches, potential candidates’ wives are a part of the interview 
process.  Of course, there is liberty from church to church concerning this issue.  
However, I recommend such an approach.  As we’ve mentioned already in this study, a 
wife is often regarded as being one with her husband (Genesis 2:24).  In addition, since 
the Bible gives clear qualifications for a deacon’s wife (1 Timothy 3:11), shouldn’t there 
be some sort of investigation to see if one actually qualifies?


Present new deacons to deacon body. 
If the entire deacon body was not involved in the interview process, there needs to be a 
time in which new deacons are presented to the entire body.  In our church, we do this 
at a regular deacons meeting.  The pastor and chairman of the deacons introduces 
new deacons, along with new deacon wives, in the course of a meeting.  The 
candidates can be present, or not.  What’s important is that the deacon body is made 
aware of who is coming on board.  This provides an opportunity for raising questions or 
concerns, should there be any.  It also gives an opportunity for positive affirmation of 
the process. 


Ask new deacons to serve a year as a “yoke fellow.” 
Several years ago, my deacon ministry went through a deacon training curriculum that 
recommended a “yoke fellow” status for newly-minted deacons.  Since that time, I 
have adopted the practice.  Once it is agreed that a man will serve, the deacon ministry 
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invites him to work alongside other deacons for one year.  The man is not ordained, but 
he is assigned to a seasoned deacon who serves as a guide and a help.

	 Over the course of the year, the man has opportunity to work with other 
deacons.  He goes through a course of training that covers the material you hold in 
your hand.  He sits in meetings and observes the inner workings of the deacon 
ministry.  He is permitted to serve in most all areas.  The only exception is in the area of 
the ordinances.  In our church, we typically ask that only ordained men perform 
baptisms or serve the Lord’s Supper.

	 Typically, the year of yoke-fellow status goes well.  Men are then ordained.  I 
have seen instances in which a man decides he doesn’t want to be a deacon after a 
year of serving in such a way.  I have always respected men who simply said, “You 
know what?  This isn’t for me.”  I would rather have a man be honest than to stay in the 
deacon ministry begrudgingly.  If a yoke-fellow approach makes a man see he should 
be a deacon, it has served its purpose well.


Ordain new deacons. 
After a year of serving alongside other deacons, prospects are prepared for ordination.  
By having a service set a part for this purpose, the deacons and pastors seize an 
opportunity to do a few things.  First, they formally recognize who the deacons are in 
front of the congregations.  Second, they have an opportunity to train and teach the 
church regarding the nature of deacon ministry.  Third, they have occasion for 
celebrating the Lord’s goodness in providing a future generation of servant leaders for 
the church.


Unleash new deacons to serve. 
Once new deacons are ordained to serve, it is time to set them loose.  Give them 
responsibility.  Let them strategize concerning how they might meet practical needs in 
order to encourage and support the pastors.  Deacons are servants, so let them serve!


ORDINATION 
The word ordain comes from the Latin word ordinatio.  The original term referred to the 
act of ordering things.  Though the word ordination is not found in Scripture, the 
concept associated with it is.  Acts 6:1-7, explains the way in which the early church 
created a sense of order by establishing a deacon ministry and ordering men to serve 
within that ministry.  The precedent of Scripture reveals that such ordering is needed in 
the church as its ministry continues.  Seen in this way, one has defined ordination as 
“The act of setting a person apart for ministerial office.” 
1

	 Acts 6:6 describes the first deacon ordination by saying, “They had them stand 
before the apostles, who prayed and laid their hands on them.”  If the early church saw 
the need to publicly set men apart for deacon ministry, we should too.  There ought to 
be a visible act in which church leaders lay hands on and confirm men for this work.  
Why is such an observance important?  By considering what we find in Acts 6:6, let’s 
consider three reasons why ordination is important.


 McKim, 196.1
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Public Recognition 
First of all, ordination is helpful because it gives the church an opportunity to visibly see 
which men serve as deacons.  It is unhealthy when everyday church members don’t 
know who their deacons are.  There is divine wisdom in the method outlined in Acts 
6:6.  When a man is commissioned publicly through a prayer service in which other 
ordained men lay hands on him, it is unlikely that onlookers will become forgetful of the 
man’s ordained status. The events surrounding ordination have a way of reminding the 
body of God’s intended structure for the church.  


Prayer 
Ordination is also important because it places priority on prayer.  When the first deacon 
ministry was established, the apostles prayed over the newly appointed men.  In our 
church, our ordination service contains a time for prayer.  Though there are no apostles 
present, ordained pastors and deacons are invited to pray over new candidates.  
Normally, those being ordained sit in a chair while wives stand behind husbands.  One 
by one, previously ordained men pass by and offer prayers for those being 
commissioned to serve.

	 Why is such prayer important?  It demonstrates the church’s dependency on the 
Lord.  If a deacon ministry doesn’t start with prayer, it is unlikely that it will be sustained 
by prayer.  Any man setting out to do the work of a deacon needs help from God.  
Prayer is a way of expressing dependency on the Lord’s power.  It is worth noting that 
the early church was committed to such prayer.  Acts 2:42 says, “They devoted 
themselves to the apostles’ teaching, to the fellowship, to the breaking of bread, and to 
prayer.”  

	 Many jokes have often been offered concerning the lengthy nature of prayers in 
deacon ordination services.  There is a degree of wisdom in being timely and tactful 
concerning how prayers are offered.  However, it is hard to overstate the importance of 
prayer.  It is indeed prudent to give appropriate place to intercession and supplications 
in a deacon ordination service.


Holy Spirit Help 
There is a final reason why ordination is important.  We see it in Acts 6:6 in the apostles 
act of laying hands on deacon candidates.  There is meaningful symbolism involved in 
the gesture.  In the context of our passage, the act served as an official ceremony that 
gave a benediction for the first deacons.   In the Jewish mind, the laying on of hands 2

was a symbol of the transfer of the Holy Spirit for a special task.   Our Old Testament 3

gives evidence of this perspective.  Read about Gideon in Judges 6:34, Samson in 
Judges 14:6, Saul in 1 Samuel 10:6-9, and David in 1 Samuel 16:13.  

	 The Hebrew perspective was certainly in the background as the early church 
ordained the first deacons.  However, it is necessary to remember what happened 
earlier in the book of Acts.  Because of Pentecost, the first deacons were already “full 

 Zodhiates, 643.2

 Zodhiates, 1473.3
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of the Spirit.”   The promised Spirit had come in power (Acts 1:8, 2:1-4).  What was the 4

reason for the laying hands on the seven men?  Quite simply, to the apostles the 
gesture indicated a desire for a special anointing of the Holy Spirit on the deacon 
ministry.  In ordination, the church needs a visible reminder that it is dependent on Holy 
Spirit help in the work of the church.


ROTATION 
I would like to close our discussion on the topic at hand by addressing an important 
issue.  In particular, I would like to share why a rotating deacon ministry is helpful.  By 
this, I am speaking of the practice of setting terms on a deacon’s service.  This involves 
one serving a few years at a time.  Once one has fulfilled a term limit, he is given a 
break of a year or so.  Those serving a term are regarded as being active deacons.  
Those who are not serving are regarded as inactive.

	 Some are resistant to this idea. They see it as stripping a deacon of his status 
for the time frame in which he is inactive.  It is important to clarify that a rotational basis 
does not strip a deacon of his ordination.  Once one is ordained, one is always 
ordained, unless a church choses to rescind an ordination for some reason.

	 When one is inactive, one continues to do what he would normally do as a 
deacon.  He may even help with some key deacon initiatives, if needed.  However, he is 
given a year to rest from regular deacon meetings.  He is also exempt from helping with 
the ordinances, unless necessity requires his participation.

	 The purpose of rotating deacons is practical in nature.  The method is a 
manmade way of resolving several issues that can arise in deacon ministry.  I have 
found it to be both a healthy and helpful tool.  Our church currently uses the approach.  
Let’s consider six reasons why a rotating deacon body is beneficial.


Rotation gives an opportunity to regularly add new deacons. 
With deacons rolling off for rest each year, a natural need for new deacons arises.  A 
rotation provides an annual time for soliciting nominations.  Even if only one deacon is 
added on average each year, a church can greatly benefit from such a rotational basis.  
Such an approach can ensure that there will be a growing deacon ministry for years to 
come.  


Rotation gives an opportunity for elderly deacons to step aside gracefully. 
Sometimes there are deacons who are no longer able to serve.  Failing health or a 
homebound spouse may make service nearly impossible.  Without a rotational basis, it 
is hard for such men to step aside.  Many feel guilty telling their fellow deacons they 
can no longer serve.  With a rotational basis, there is a natural stop date to a deacon’s 
service every few years.  When that time comes, one can step aside gracefully.  If he 
feels he can no longer serve, he can simply ask to not be added back onto the deacon 
ministry when a new year begins.


Rotation provides a mechanism for accountability. 

 New International Commentary, 130.4
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Sometimes deacons become disqualified while serving.  Such situations often call for 
immediate confrontation and removal.  At other times, a rotational deacon ministry can 
be used as a way to gently remove one from office.  When a man rotates off, he 
doesn’t have to come back on.  If he has become disqualified from service, the deacon 
ministry doesn’t have to extend an invitation to return.


Rotation can provide an opportunity for more men to serve. 
Why is it that some churches only allow a handful of men to serve as deacons?  I once 
talked to a pastor who said he only had five deacons.  He then told me four of the men 
were related!  If there are qualified men, they should be given an opportunity to serve.  
The bigger the base of servant leaders, the more influence a church will have in 
reaching its community for Christ!


Rotation can provide an opportunity for all deacons to serve in different deacon 
ministries. 
In some deacon ministries, the same men serve as deacon officers and leaders year 
after year.  On a cyclical basis, similar names and faces fill key roles.  The same guys 
lead ministries and do all the work.  We should be thankful for the diligent service of 
such men, but we should also have a heart to include more men in the ministry.  
Rotational deacon ministry provides a platform to include more men in key deacon 
ministries. 


Rotation gives a season of rest for deacons every few years. 
Periodic rest form work is a good thing.  The Lord highlighted this principle with the 
Sabbath (Genesis 2:1-3; Exodus 20:8-11).  Who doesn’t enjoy a season of rest after a 
season of labor?  A  rotational deacon ministry gives opportunity to rest every few 
years.
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